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Managing M&A’s for Growing Organizations
The Sunquest Multi-Lab Networking solution seamlessly
supports multi-lab integration issues. This vendor agnostic
approach reduces the need to replace existing laboratory
information systems (LIS) or other IT infrastructure when test
sharing and routing is needed between multiple laboratories.

SUPPORT ACROSS
ORGANIZATION TYPES
• Test sharing networks, Large-scale referring,
		 and/or Performing lab networks
• Clinical labs with multiple partners
• Single institutions with multiple lab sharing

ALLEVIATE KEY PAIN POINTS
• Expensive integration between systems
• Workload and resource requirements
• Inadequate routing of send outs
• Disparate, non-patient centric records
• Loss of revenue due to duplicate testing
• Improve turnaround times
• Reduce unnecessary testing
• Reduce write-offs for reimbursement
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MANAGE MULTIPLE 		
LOCATIONS
• Tight integration between different
		 EHR/LIS systems
• Enterprise-level view for physician and 			
		 lab personnel

IMPROVE TEST SHARING 				
AND ROUTING
• Joint test catalog management
• Smart test routing
• Centralized administration
• Consolidated results reporting
• Real-time interfaces to business applications
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Sunquest
Multi-Lab
Networking
Resolve your need for clean electronic orders and
workflow administration in complex environments to address
electronic order management across a network of unrelated systems.
If you are experiencing the challenges of test sharing, test routing and joint
test catalog management while developing lab-to-lab collaborations, Sunquest
Multi-Lab Networking is designed for you.

MINIMIZE M&A DISRUPTIONS

SCALE AND GROW

ENABLE CENTRAL
ADMINISTRATION

IMPROVE RESOURCE UTILIZATION

GAIN EFFICIENCY

SUPPORT PATIENT CARE QUALITY

Be Prepared for the growing needs of your organization
Sunquest recognizes that as hospital mergers and acquisitions (M&A) continue
to shake up the industry, health systems and laboratories face challenges in
execution and realizing economic and performance benefits.

About Sunquest • The One delivering labs to new heights
Sunquest Information Systems Inc. provides diagnostic informatics solutions to laboratories worldwide. With our wide-ranging technical and
cross-discipline expertise, and equally deep business acumen, no one is better equipped than Sunquest to transform your lab to meet today’s
complex healthcare challenges and deliver next-level performance. Since 1979, Sunquest has helped laboratories and healthcare
organizations enhance efficiency, improve patient care, and optimize financial results. Our capabilities include multi-site,
multi-disciplinary support for complex anatomic, molecular and genetic testing, and support engagement
with physicians and patients outside the hospitals at the point-of-care. Headquartered in
Tucson, AZ with offices in Boston, Calabasas, London, Dubai, Bangalore
and Brisbane, Sunquest is a global leader in healthcare
information technology.
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